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INTRODUCTION

Satire might be defined as the whip with which 
the literary minded lashed the social, economic, and re
ligious follies of the age In which they lived with a 
view not only to denounce the evil but to effect a re
form. "Great evils create their own scourge,"^ and as 
long as human nature exists, evil, too, will exist; and 
satire will continue to be the logical antidote, for "sat
ire is born to scourge the persistent and ever-recurrent

pfollies of the human creature as such."
Satire is usually the expression of a mind exas

perated to a state of exceeding indignation and reaching 
the humorous. "When high strung men grow utterly tired 
of the elbowing of their neighbors in crowded civiliza
tion their recourse is laughter.Every age and every 
land has had its sensitive minds endowed with the gift of 
rendering humorous and ridiculous the various incongrui
ties of life.

Ancient Greece furnished the first great satirist, 1 2 3

1. Humbert Wolfe, Notes on English Verse Satire, 22.
2. Roland Knox, Essays in Satire, 37.
3. Louis P. Doyle, S. J., "Lords of Laughter", The Catholic World, CXXII, (October, 1925), 145-147.
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Aristophanes. He was so irritated by abuses in the social 
and political life of Athens, the new philosophies, the 
fratricidal wars, and the countless forces threatening 
dissolution of his beloved State that he deluged the age 
with comedies at which the Athenians laughed heartily and 
were healed, "because the people perceived that beneath 
the unmannered farce there was a telling theme, and they
liked it, for the poet’s hand tickled as it smote."^ Then 
Rome with its abominations of selfishness and immorality
gave us Juvenal who "lashed with contemptuous ridicule 
and vituperative invective"4 5 the whole category of vices 
then rampant in the world’s capitol city.

In England Chaucer hurled jovial darts of mirth 
at the follies of his times. Cervantes and Rabelais and 
Voltaire were the most highly gifted literary critics on 
the Continent. But it is in English satire that our pres
ent interest lies.

While Chaucer was by no means a great satirist, 
he is looked upon as the source from which the stream of 
English satire took its rise. He was followed by a num
ber of minor satirists of whom William Dunbar and John

4. Philo M. Buck, Jr., The Golden Thread, 110.
5. Oliphant Smeaton, English Satires, xiv.
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Skelton are outstanding. Dunbar is best remembered for 
his satirical allegory, The Dance of the Seven Deadly 
Sins, and Skelton, be it said, is best not remembered for 
his unkind and coarse attack on the clergy, especially on 
Cardinal Moisey.

In the Elizabethan period Joseph Hall exposed the 
follies of the day in the form of familiar commentaries 
addressed to anonymous correspondents, while John Marston, 
his rival, raged at everything that nettled him. Because 
neither of these two would-be satirists used their gifts 
to remedy the evils they chose to reprobate, both "were 
put aside by Time with a careless gesture on the top and 
dustiest shelf.”® Samuel Butler came in the seventeenth 
century with his Hudibras, "which hits and hits hard at 
long-faced religionists of all countries and all times. 
After Butler had made himself famous with his vigorous at
tack on Puritanism and its consequent evils, three great 
satirists, John Dryden, Jonathan Swift, and Alexander Pope 
appeared. Dryden, admittedly the greatest satirist in 
English literature, was so irritated by the villainies 
and absurdities of the men of his age that he rose to the

6. Humbert Wolfe, ojo. cit. , 54.
7. Brother Leo, English Literature. 248.
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height of his literary power in denouncing them. His 
Absalom and Achltophel attacked corrupt politicians. It 
painted in "scorching colors a series of portraits that 
made the originals writhe."® Gulliver’s Travels, Swift's 
masterpiece, was a bitter satire on fate, on religion, and 
on human society. Vvith sustained and savage attacks, he 
aimed at the destruction of his victims. Pope, a peevish 
satirist, flayed in the Duneiad all literary men of his 
time against whom he bore a grudge.

Toward the close of the century the follies and 
eccentricities of men of letters and of silly pretenders 
to titles, as well as the social and political abuses then 
prevalent, were also ridiculed and laughed at. Burns wrote 
the Address to the Unco Guidt "one of the strongest pleas 
for charity and one of the most crushing and scathing de
nunciations of self-esteem in all literature."® Byron, 
whose English Bards and Scotch Reviewers proved beyond 
doubt that he had ability to upbraid, is one of the few 
satirists accorded a place in the nineteenth century. 
"Byron," it is said, "writes better poetry but worse satire 
than Pope."-1-®

8. Edwin L. Miller, Explorations in Literature. 24v.
9. Brother Leo, og. clt. , 361.
10. Humbert Wolfe, og. clt., 130.
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As the years progress, satire has more 
and more tended to lose its acid and its ve
nom to slough the dark sardonic sarcasm of 
past days and to don the light sportive garb 
of the social humorist.ii

This is especially true of Catholic satirists, 
who began to emerge at the close of the Victorian Age, an 
age when the Catholic Church "was considered the choice 
of the illiberal, the mentally warped, of him who loved 
the darkness better than the light.

During this period satire was at a low ebb. Dick
ens is considered the only one whose works were corrective 
and reformative; but Catholic satire was brewing. Newman’s 
vigorous attack on Liberalism was the first manifestation 
that the Catholic Church was becoming herself again after 
the severe blows of the Reformation, but no other Catholic 
was equipped to carry on in the field of religious contro
versy, so that the "poor pale nineties"^ closed the de
caying age without a healing application of the katharsis 
of laughter, the universally admitted purpose of the sati
rist. 11

11. Oliphant Smeaton, ojo. cit. , iii.
12. Calvert Ah xander, S.M., The Catholic Literary Revival, Y.
13. Humbert Wolfe, £2* cit•» 142.



CHAPTER I

THE NEW SCHOOL OF CATHOLIC SATIRISTS

It remained for the new century to introduce the 
church as an aggressive and self-asserting entity. The 
leaders were Chesterton and Belloc. Shaw considered them 
two in one, the Chester-Belloc double-headed monster capa
ble of much harm; Shaw had already felt the smart of their 
lash; they had rendered his "new spirit" spiritless.

From the very beginning of the twentieth century 
Chesterton and Belloc poured out volumes of satiric works 
against the inroads of corrupt politics, heresies, and 
the new "isms." They loathed and despised "the mechaniza
tion of life, the exploitation of the poor and the devalu
ation of the individual."-1- With untiring zeal they beat 
hard and fast at the new psychologies, the new morality, 
and the new freedom, taking time off only to laugh at the 
absurdity of these. Everywhere they watched as if from 
a hilltop, the approach of the scientific sciolist, "the 
Man of Science," whom Chesterton sarcastically calls "the 
hero of the modern world and the latest of the great serv- 1 2

1. Blanche Mary Kelly, The Well of English, 58U.
2. Gilbert K. Chesterton, The Well and the Shal- lows, 94.
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ants of humanity."^ At him as well as at the social and 
political and economic theorist struggling in the throes 
of futility to make the world safe for happiness, they 
used their well-aimed weapons of ridicule.

H. G. Wells, one of these theorists, complains of 
Chesterton, "It isn't justifiable for him to go about sit
ting on other people's Utopias."5 However, both Chester
ton and Belloc found great satisfaction in sitting on the 
Utopias of men of the type of Wells and Shaw.

Not only did Chesterton and Belloc watch with hawk 
eye the onrush of materialism and humanitarianism, but they 
saw with prophetic vision the return of the heathen, who 
came to conquer not with swords but "With many a scroll 
and pen."4

They shall not come with warships,
They shall not waste with brands,

But books be all their earing 
And ink be on their hands.5

Only too well these great leaders realized the 
dangerous crisis facing Christianity, so they wrote volu
minously until each contributed over ninety volumes of

3. Harold G. Wells, Social Forces in England and America, 212.
4. Gilbert K. Chesterton, The Ballad of the White Horse, 12Y.
5. Ibid, 127.

)
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purely purposeful writing fighting mockery and prejudice 
with laughter and ridicule. But they were not always 
fighting alone. In the midst of the battle they managed 
to throw the torch which was caught by a group of younger 
combatants, well endowed with intellectual and satiric 
power, who also realized the onward march of chaotic con
fusion in a world submerged in "isms" and "pseudo-scien
tific nonsense." These young litterateurs, D. B. Wyndham 
lewis, D. B. Morton, Roland Knox, and others, are waging 
incessant war under the leadership and inspiration of 
Chesterton and Belloc. They couched in various forms of 
literature their scholarly proofs, plain facts, and prac
tical evidence, sacrificing the pleasure of artistic writ
ing to work for the cause of Christ.

It is amusingly ironic that the vast majority of 
our Catholic satirists are converts who, through disgust 
and weariness of the illogicality and skepticism which 
characterized their creed, sought the truth and found it 
in the Catholic Church. Now they have a distinct advan
tage in that they know where the battle line is weakest 
and they attack with a certainty conducive to victory.

Mr. John Moody in The Long Road Home tells how he 
was disillusioned by one of these converts, Chesterton, 
whom he had long rejected as a writer of paradoxical es
says ridiculing the modern pseudo-thinker, and who,
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according to Arnold Bennet,was incapable of philosophical 
thinking. Bennet's comment made Moody curious, so he 
opened Orthodoxy and read.

Descartes said, 'I think: thereiore 1 am.’
The philosophical evolutionist reverses and 
negatives the epigram. He says, 'I am not, 
therefore I cannot think'6 * 8

This amused Mr. Moody, so he read everything he could of 
Chesterton and finally reached the conclusion that; not 
only had Chesterton a gifted intelligence Put that Ben- 
net's comment seemed now quite inane. He further remarks:

... if any fair-minded person who has been 
steeped for thirty or forty years in the 
rhetoric - as I was - of modern philosophy, 
and has found that it has landed him nowhere, will 
read with attention a few books like those of 
Chesterton, he will begin to see what a fool 
he has been. And he will soon suspect he has 
found a clue for a grand slaughter of the whole 
crew of modernistic thinkers. '

He goes on to say, "after this chance introduction 
to Chesterton, it was not long before all the pagan gods 
began to tumble from their pedestals.11® Here is an example 
of the katharsis of laughter which these Catholic satirists 
are producing in the hearts of men.

6. John E. Moody, The Long Road Home, 218.
V. Ibid, 218.
8. Ibid, 218.
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Mr Moody was a man given to modern ideas and in
fluenced by the spirit of his day. He was a close student 
of the evolutionary hypothesis of Darwin, of the synthetic 
philosophy of Herbert Spencer, of James’ system of prag
matism, of George Santayana's Life of Reason, of Henri 
Bergson's Creative Evolution, and of a host of thinkers 
who were "giving fresh philosophies of life, and launch
ing tons of books."® We have his own words for it; yet 
he was forced to admit that "we have been building our 
whole modern civilization on quicksand and assuming it 
was rock. "I*®

For thirty years both Chesterton and Belloc, tak
ing upon themselves the duty of defenders of the Faith by 
their untiring quest of sound philosophy, have concluded 
that the only sane method of human thought and reasoning 
is held and taught by Catholic Christianity. 9

9. Ibid, 220. 
!0. Ibid, 219.



CHAPTER II

VERSE SATIRE OF CHESTERTON

Chesterton and Belloc have endeavored to get those 
affected with modernistic tendencies to understand the un
soundness of their philosophical position and to convince 
them that half-truths are more dangerous than entire falla
cies. This they have attempted by a strategic plan peculiar 
to contemporary Catholic satirists.1 They have assumed the 
role of the skeptic in search of a saner philosophy and con
sequently proved beyond all question that Christianity main
tains the only sane philosophy and that its culture is the 
only civilization that can endure. Orthodoxy, one of Ches
terton's best books, is a good example of the "Catholic at
titude" proving true the validity of reasoning.

The satiric note, as well as that "Catholic atti
tude" already mentioned, is everywhere present in Chester
ton's essays, journalistic works, and stories. Paradoxi
cal criticisms and laughter characterize his satiric work. 
His satire is seldom personal like Swift's or waspish like 
Pope's. He is apparently never ruffled by the attacks made 
on him, neither does he boil over into anger readily; but

1. Calvert Alexander, S. J., 0£. cit., 285.
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when he does, his wrath is terrible. Dean Inge, Bishop 
Barnes, Mr. H. G. Wells, and Mr. P. E. Smith can testify 
to the truth of this statement.

Chesterton is best illustrated in his verse sat
ire. "Antichrist,” a very humorous but bitter excoria
tion of Mr. P. E. Smith, is a fine example of Chesterton's 
satiric artistry. Smith had introduced a bill affecting 
the Welsh people. The poet opens with a denunciation of 
the bill in prose, then of Smith in four fiery stanzas of 
which this is the last:

It would greatly, I must own,
Soothe me, Smith,

If you left this theme alone,
Holy Smith I 

For your legal cause or civil 
You fight well and get your fee;
For your God or dream or devil

You will answer, not to me.
Talk about the pews and steeples 
And the Cash that goes therewith!
But the souls of Christian peoples....

Chuck it, Smith !2 3
With burning shafts he singes the sophisticated 

Rt. Hon. Walter Long for meddling with the Constitution:

Walter, be wise! avoid the wild and new,
The Constitution is the game for you.
Walter, beware ! scorn not the gathering throng, 
It suffers, yet it may not suffer wrong,
It suffers, yet it cannot suffer Long.
And if you goad it these grey rules to break, 
For a few pence, see that you do not wake 
Death and the splendour of the scarlet cap,^

2. Gilbert K. Chesterton, Poems, 90*91.
3. Ibid, 94.
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The crushing tyranny of the modern "God of Indus
try" evoked the biting satire, "The Song of the Wheels."

All the wheels are thine, master,--tell the 
wheels to run t
Yea, the Wheels are mighty gods,--set them 
going then i
We are only men, master, have you heard of men?4
The choked sobs of peasant England are responsible

for "The Secret People" who are "so helpless" and "so wise"
and who "have not spoken yet."5

They look at our labour and laughter as a 
tired man looks at flies.
And the load of their loveless pity is 
worse than the ancient wrongs,
Their doors are shut in the evening; and 
they know no songs.®
Chesterton hates injustice. In his scathing sonnet,

"Africa,” he denounces England's unjust monopoly of Africa,
But we, whose sins were human, we will quit
The land of blood, and leave these vultures there,
Noiselessly happy, feeding on the dead.'''
There was indignation and scorn in the heart of

Chesterton for all that savored of insincerity and sham.
"The Last Hero" is a powerful expression of such scorn, the
last lines of which are an echo of the entire poem,

4. 117.
5. Ibid, 120.
6. Ibid, 123.
7. Ibid, 111.



One sound shall sunder all the spears and 
break the trumpet's breath:
You never laughed in all your life as I 
shall laugh in death.®
Modern flippancy of speech and frivolity in the at

titude towards life galled Chesterton very much. "A Ballad 
of Suicide" ridicules this attitude,

And H. G . Wells has found that children play,
And Bernard Shaw discovered that they squall; 
Rationalists are growing rational —
And through thick woods one finds a stream astray,
So secret that the very sky seems small—
I think I will not hang myself to-day.9

It is conceded that Chesterton is at his best when
he "pricks with pungent good humor the bubbles of modern
fads."10

There are other sparkling gems of satiric song. "A 
Christmas Carol" is a refined yet powerful satire on a 
statement made by the Chief Constable appealing to the pub
lic to discourage the vicious, illegal, immoral and physi
cally injurious practice of allowing children to sing carol 
in the street.

The following stanzas represent in a delightful and 
humorous manner Chesterton's method of uniting in his satir 
ic verse, dignity, laughter, and invective:

8. Ibid. 144.
9. Ibid, 15b.
10. Arnold Lunn, Roman Converts, 128
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God rest you merry gentlemen,
Let nothing you dismay;
The Herald Angels cannot sing,

The cops arrest them on the wing,
And warn them of the docketing 
Of anything they say.
God rest you merry gentlemen,
May nothing you dismay:
On your reposeful cities lie 
Deep silence, broken only by 
The motor horn’s melodious cry,
The hooter’s happy bray.
So, when the song of children ceased 
And Herod was obeyed,
In his high hall Corinthian 
With purple and with peacock fan,
Rested that merry gentleman 
And nothing him dismayed.

Had Chesterton written nothing but the introduction 
to The Ballad of St. Barbara, he would have proved hiirself 
a great satirist. It is an answer in true Chestertonian 
style to some critical observations upon his verse. He ac
knowledges a certain degree of sympathy with his censurers, 
especially with that one whose conscience urges the com
plaint that The Ballad of St. Barbara expresses itself here 
and there with vigorous and surprising faith in things di
vine, while the belief of the complainant is dead long 
since. The author of The Ballad makes it plain, however, 
that the complete destruction of the critic's creed could 
in no way be a reason why Chesterton's faith should die. 11

11. Gilbert K. Chesterton, The Ballad of St. Barbara and Other Verses, 56-57.
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Sensitive souls were offended fey the gay meter he 
uses in his denunciatory verses, but Chesterton sees no 
contradiction between cheerful meter and a combative mean
ing. "I do not understand why any verse that suggests a 
battle must necessarily suggest a defeat."12 Chesterton's 
excoriations are admirably effective, whether in dirge
like meter or in the brilliant jingle of a festal song. All 
his satiric verse bears out this statement.

According to his own acknowledgment, Chesterton's 
Faith is for him the most important thing in the world; The 
Ballad of St. Barbara puts that fact on record.

22 . Ibid, ix



CHAPTER III

SATIRIC NOTE IN CHESTERTON'S ESSAYS

The scientific analysis and study of Chesterton's 
essays with a view to their satiric values would demand 
much time and labor, for Chesterton is not only a writer 
of great literature but a wise dispenser of noble satire. 
He prefaces his books with a perfect explanation of his 
aim as a Christian writer, and exposes the weakness of 
those critical arguers who would measure words or swords 
with him.

The desire to see the "genuises of the world" sit 
up and examine their own theories and beliefs led Chester
ton to write Heretics, a series of hasty but earnest pa
pers abounding in derisive laughter. Shaw's "superman," 
Wells' privileged ruling class, the artistic philosophers 
with their exalted ideal, "art for art's sake," and the 
modern politicians whose doctrine is "efficiency" came in 
for a large portion of classic ridicule. The smart set, 
smart novelists, Kipling and Mr. McCabe, who rebuked Ches
terton for his "literary sleight-of-hand," are especially 
subjected to repeated onslaughts.

How infantile Chesterton considers the "Smart Set"
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who have tried to salvage the fading remnants of paganism 
from a glowing Christianity '.

Mr. ¡Swinburne does not hang up his stocking 
on the eve of the birthday of Victor Hugo. Mr.
William Archer does not sing carols descriptive 
of the infancy of Ibsen outside people's doors 
in the snow.

Kipling's boasts about patriotism and the censori
ous remarks about an Englishman's knowledge of his country 
became unbearable to Chesterton.

The globe trotter, he says, lives in a smaller 
world than the peasant....Mr. Kipling, with all 
his merits, is the globe trotter. Hei has not 
the patience to become anything else.'̂

So completely did he vanquish his enemies in Here
tics that the only criticism brought against the book was 
that current philosophies were slaughtered as if by a mad
man, while nothing was offered to replace them. Cnester- 
ton met the challenge in Orthodoxy.

He flung back into the faces of the heretics tnat 
philosophy which they rejected for the cynicism of Nietzche, 
the arrogance of Shaw and the idealism of Wells. He showed 
them plainly that civilization has much to fear from men 
who place too much confidence in themselves. Starting with 
the mad-house where they have insinuated the author of 
Heretics ought to be, Chesterton disillusions them by having 1

1. Gilbert K. Chesterton, Heretics, 98.
2. Ibid, 49.
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them consider the philosophy of sanity and the similar
ity of their own philosophy to that of the madman. ’’The 
madman is the man who has lost everything but his reason. 
The madman's explanation of a thing is always complete."3 
Chesterton maintains that the method of curing the madman 
is not by arguing with the philosopher but by casting out 
a devil. With such fiery preliminaries he starts out on 
what he calls an intellectual journey. He reviews modern 
philosophy in the "Suicide of Thought," laying bare the 
fallacies of Neitzche, Tolstoy, Schopenhauer, and Shaw, 
who themselves are on the way to the mad-house and whose 
theories are nearing an inevitable smash.

As Chesterton searches the depths of Christian 
philosophy, he himself becomes more certain of its undying 
truths and more convinced that the true tide and force of 
all facts flow from Christianity. "I did try,'" he says, 
*to found a heresy of my own, and when I had put the last 
touches on it, I discovered it was orthodox."4

The first great blunder of sociology is stating 
the disease before one finds the cure; therefore Chester
ton sets out to find the remedy which lies in not discus
sing the social evil but in getting at once to the social 5

5. Gilbert K. Chesterton, Orthodoxy. 27. 
4. Ibid. 19,
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ideal. "We can all see the national madness; but what is 
national sanity?"^ What1s Wrong With the World is such a 
search, the title of which the author says can be clearly 
stated in "What is wrong is, that we do not ask what is 
right." In 1910 he wrote this book; its serious contents 
are interspersed with brilliant humor and very gentle sat
ire .

Utopia of Usurers, a collection of essays edited 
in 1917, is a continuation of the literary war on anything 
current that savors of the pernicious or the base. A quo
tation from one of the first essays or articles, as the au
thor chooses to call them, will serve to show the belliger
ent attitude of Chesterton.

Now I have said again and again ( and I shall con
tinue to say again and again on all the most in
appropriate occasions) that we must hit Capital
ism, and hit it hard, for the plain and definite 
reason that it is growing stronger.’'’

What he says for Capitalism he intends for any other 
growing evil. The pungency of the satiric statement con
cerning the "Model Employer" is obvious. "His grist is ground 
not only by the sounding wheels of iron, but by the soundless 5 6 7

5. Gilbert K. Chesterton, What’s Wrong With the World. 7.
6. Ibid, 7.
7. Gilbert K. Chesterton, Utopia of Usurers, '¿.
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wheels of "blood and brain.'1®
Chesterton deplores the fact that though the pres

ent government of England needs the lash of satire, no one 
dares to use it because of the consequent imprisonment and 
fine. His hope lies in the return of the "Pool who shall 
be free; and who shall deliver us with laughter."^ There 
is scarcely an article in this volume that does not carry 
the literary corrective the author intended at the outset.

All Things Considered is a delightful collection 
of clever essays on everything that has a modern touch 
from Woman to Methuselahite. Methuselahite sounds rather 
antiquated but Chesterton has modernized it. A man enlist
ing in the army wrote in the space set apart for religious 
denomination, "Methuselahite." Upon inquiry as to what he 
meant the writer replied that it was his religion to live 
as long as he could.1(_) Chesterton commends the expression 
and says that no one could so wittily or so wisely summarize 
the new philosophy or the new religion. "Methuselahite" is 
the "one word that defines the paganism of today."* 11

The books of essays written after 1922 seem to take 
on a more sombre hue. The author's great love for humanity

9. Ibid, 13V.
10. Gilbert K. Chesterton, All Things Considered. 195.
11. Ibid. 196.
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grows more profound. He is more sympathetic with erring 
man. He has "long believed that the only really happy 
and hopeful faith is a faith in the Pall of Man."!^ gen_ 
erally Speaking and Come to Think of It are examples of 
this. Perhaps Chesterton is growing weary of essays.
Five years before his death he tells us that he is quite 
incapable of writing a really good essay,!3 that he believes 
Francis Bacon almost invented the Essay and that he always 
thought Bacon was the villain of English history.12 13 14 15 16

In his The Thing Chesterton strikes with the "sword 
of ridicule and the rapier of irony."!3 St. Haeckel and St. 
Neitzsche suffer at his hands, and so does the modern Eng
lish dean whose fair-mindedness is frequently left open to 
question.

Protestantism has done nothing for Dean Inge, 
except give him a Deanery which rather hampers his 
mental activity....But it has done one thing: it 
has hurt something he hates....It once made some
thing that looked like a little crack in the wall 
of Rome. And because of that, the Dean can pardon 
anything to the Protestants--even Protestantism.!®

This is a mild illustration of Chesterton's satire. His

12. Gilbert K. Chesterton, Corne to Thlnk of It, 164.
13. Ibid, 234.
14. Ibid, 3.
15. Arnold Lunn, ££. cit. , 211.
16. Gilbert K. Chesterton, The Thing, 10JL.
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mirthful paradoxes give place to hald facts that force his 
victims into a mood to reform.

Bishop Barnes made "an exhibition of himself" on 
the subject of St. Francis. Chesterton denounced him with 
sardonic irony and contemptuous laughter. "We think no more 
of Bishop Barnes and his nonsense than a Platonist would 
think about some joke in Aristophanes about Socrates catching 
fleas."lY

In Fancies Versus Fads, a series of splendid essays 
that touch on everything from "The Romance of Rhyme" to that 
fine criticism on Milton's greatest poetry, Chesterton views 
life with its puerilities and shams "as a staggering prodi
gy of creation." Fancy, fads, superstitions, myths, man's 
erring tendency to disregard truth, and similar evils to 
which our nature inclines, suffer from Chesterton's ironic 
laughter. Chesterton could see a wind-bag in the head of 
the evolutionist who supposes that a whisper evolved itself 
into a "pibroch;" and if he were told "that pieces of wood 
came together slowly, stick by stick to form a fiddle"17 18 19 he 
would be tempted to answer "fiddle-sticks."

In the essay called "The Slavery of Free Verse"

17. Ibid» 144.
18. Gilbert K. Chesterton, Fancies Versus Fads, 174.
19. Ibid, 221.
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Chesterton has "always had the fancy that if a man were 
really free, he would talk in rhythm and even in rhyme.
He thinks that existence begins with a harmony and not a 
chaos, and he ratifies Browning's idea that poetry is the 
perfect circle and prose but the broken arcs. There are 
few treatises better fitted to deter the prosaic from at
tempting to be poets than this exhibition of mild irony 
on free verse, a form of literature which vainly tries to 
"make poetry more poetical by ignoring what distinguishes 
it from prose.

Some of the remarkable incongruities of "Paradise 
Lost" are put into interrogative form when Chesterton ques 
tions the usefulness of comparing the debris of Limbo to 
the quarrels of churchmen in the seventeenth century. Mil 
ton spoke "as if Latimer lit his candle before God made 
the sun.'1̂

As symbolist and satirist Chesterton can hardly be 
rivalled when he treats of Milton's "Paradise Lost," and 
when he depicts the moral and military make-up of Milton's 
contemporary, Cromwell. He declares them both great acci
dents, denying that Milton was the embodiment of all moral

2°. Ibid, 91.
21. Ibid, 92.
22. Ibid, ‘¿57 .
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virtues and that all military virtues were centered in Crom
well. Both men were alike in moral earnestness, yet it was 
by strategy that one succeeded as a soldier, by style that 
the other became a great poet.^

Through the whole range of Chesterton's glorious 
irony there is perhaps nothing to equal the pages he wrote 
on Christendom in Dublin during the three days of the Eucha
ristic Congress in that city. In the "Flutter of the Flags" 
he shows himself staring at *the staggering paradoxes of 
Christianity"^4 as he seeks in the Dublin slums the glow and 
glory of poverty. "God bless Christ the King" gave more than 
one shock of "incongruity" to Englishmen; and the ragged 
splendors" with which the "nameless and impecunious" tried to 
enhance their poor quarters left the writer bewildered. In 
the chapter titled "The Ends of the Earth," Chesterton gives 
examples of keen satire; he turns aside from the usual method 
of cure by censure and manifests the cleansing power of sorrow, 
humiliation and tears by a skilful treatment of the apathy of 
heresy and of the spiritual indifference of Englishmen for three 
centuries.

Chesterton's The Everlasting Man is a humorous counter
attack on scientific sulks and on perversity and petty criti-

23. Ibid, ¡¿60.
24. Gilbert K. Chesterton, Christendom in Duplin. ¡¿0.
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cism made by anti-ChristIans on Christianity. In it the 
sciolist is dislodged from his critical position by the 
irony of laughter.

The type of scientist who discovers the cave-man's 
religion by the arrow marks in a picture Is shown to be a 
poor scientist indeed, and the evolutionary process by which 
animals developed into cave-men and cave-men into artists 
is described as a confusion and a misunderstanding based on 
the useless evidence of guess-work.

It is exactly when we do regard man as an ani
mal that we know he is not an animal....It is pre
cisely when we picture him as a sort of horse on 
its hind legs that we suddenly realize that he 
must be something as miraculous as the winged 
horse that towered up into the clouds of heaven.^5

Chesterton would have them remember that modern men 
also make marks in caves; and the two lovers who scratched 
with a blunt pocket knife in capital letters their names 
"Arry and Arriet" left fascinating traces from which the 
professors of the future will deduce the facts that we of 
the twentieth century were unaware of the art of sculpture 
or delicate carving tools, that we had never employed small 
letters or even a running hand, and that we were utterly 
void of religion since "Arry and Arriet" are not in any way 
indicative of religious symbols.

25. Gilbert K. Chesterton, The Everlasting Man, xiii.
26. Ibid, 46.
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The last pages of the hook offer the remedial sug
gestions that, should our enemies only apply reason to the 
accumulation of facts concerning the story of Christianity, 
they might learn at last, from the repeated and interminable 
disappointments they have endured on its account, not to 
look for anything so simple as its dissolution. "They will 
watch for it to stumble; they will watch for it to err; 
but they will no longer watch for it to end."^7

Such is the satiric element employed in Chesterton's 
essays. He rarely manifests wrath but always that jovial 
gentleness indicative of a nature such as might be looked 
for in "the kindest man alive."28 He is too kind and too 
humorous; hence his essays are not great satire.

27. Ibid, 501.
28. Theodore Maynard, "On Satire," America, XXXXLV. (March 7, 1951), 555.



CHAPTER IV

REPRESENTATIVE SATIRIC NOVELS OF CHESTERTON

Though Chesterton Is primarily an essayist and a 
poet, he has also directed his literary tastes to a type 
of novel called by a contemporary critic "peculiar," the 
satire of which is evident and convincing. He did not ex
pend much of his precious time or genius on this form of 
literary work. Of the few novels he wrote, The Napoleon 
of Notting Hill, The Man Who Was Thursday, Manalive. The 
Flying Inn, and Don Quixote are the most important. His 
first attempt was The Napoleon of Notting Hill, a kind of 
allegory breathing love for the glories of the past— the 
old things that are ever new.

While Chesterton loved the past, its customs and 
beliefs, yet there was never one more keenly alive to the 
perils and problems of the present, nor one so concerned 
about its welfare. However, it was not his purpose to in
toxicate the modern mind with mediaeval grandeur. It was 
his one ambition to retrieve from the buried past its "eter
nal truths," one of which is humor; consequently in The 
Napoleon of Notting Hill, Adam Wayne, the poet and fanatic, 
the impersonator of Chesterton himself, tries to rescue
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the little town from the smoke and grime of industrial 
England and enable it to "find its soul" in mediaeval cul
ture. The poet fails to secure and appreciate the laugh
ter and song of the better things of life; and his failure 
is a gentle satire on the type of humanity that never reach
es beyond the humdrum and seriousness of a materialistic en
vironment. "Nature has her forces for the more brutal appe
tite. She keeps her stars and mountains for those who can 
appreciate something more subtly ridiculous."!

The Napoleon of Notting Hill clearly shows that no 
society can find enduring values until it unites with the 
laughter and charity of the ages that loved God. Wayne, the 
poet, says to Auberon Quinn, the humorist,

We have been too long separated; let us go out 
together. You have a halberd and I a sword; let 
us start our wanderings( over the world. For we 
are its two essentials.^

In this work "Chesterton has been really a satirist."3
The Man Who Was Thursday was rightly styled a "night

mare." It treats of anarchy and satirizes it through mirth
ful ridicule. Syme, a member of the Anarchist Club, repre
sents the type of man that Chesterton despises; a braggart, 1 2 3

1. Gilbert K. Chesterton, The Napoleon of Notting 
Hill, 181. /

2. Ibid, 300.
3. Patrick Braybrooke, Some Catholic Novelists Their Art and Outlook, 13.
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one who is opposed to anything that admits of opposition, 
one who does just what he denounces in others. The Anar
chist Club, which turns out to be six policemen, wonders 
why all its enterprises are failures. Syme reveals the 
secret. "It is that we have only known the back of the 
world. We see everything from behind and it looks brutal 
...If we could only get round in f r o n t . T h e n  it is possi
ble they would see as nature and Chesterton intended.

Anarchy is portrayed in all its undesirableness and 
is reduced to utter ridicule. Statements freighted with 
sound philosophy and prophetic warning are scattered here 
and there throughout the book. There is great depth in 
the words of a detective, "the most dangerous criminal now 
is the entirely lawless, modern philosopher."^

Almost a decade later Chesterton wrote The Flying 
Inn wherein he seems to take great delight in attacking 
the problem of prohibition. Humorously he challenges the 
prohibitionist to consider the gifts of God as good, not 
evil. Man alone renders things evil. The drunkard’s own 
soul, not the Innkeeper, will be held responsible. Wine 
and ale are the good gifts of God.

4. Gilbert K. Chesterton, The Man Who Was Thursday,251.
5. Ibld. 59.

55609
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A work of less fantasy and much more searching 
philosophy is Chesterton’s next novel, Manalive. It is 
concerned with the underlying motive in man’s behavior, 
and it satirizes the theoretical humbugs and so called 
officials who really frustrate God’s designs and whose 
doctrines are a menace rather than an aid to society. The 
satire is keen and well-directed, and sound Catholic phil
osophy pervades the whole story. Manalive is described as 
an ingenuous type of work in which the ”sting is on the 
tail of each situation.

Chesterton arrayed the powers of his great mind in 
the form of satiric literature. This he deemed his duty in 
humble gratitude for the priceless gift of Faith. 6

6. Patrick Braybrooke, -on. cit., 22



CHAPTER V

PROFESSIONAL SATIRE OF BELLOC

Christopher Morley styles Belloc the "enfant ter
rible"-1- of English letters, but it is not satire like that 
of Dryden or Swift that makes him such. Belloc himself 
tells us that

...the modern reader does not only fail to understand satire, but withdraws from it as from an un
pleasant experience. He isrnot only bewildered by 
it, he actually dislikes it?

and since it is for the modern reader Belloc writes, conse
quently his satire, while very effective, is usually mild 
and very humorous. He has many schemes by which he capti
vates the modern mind when he wishes to effect a correction. 
The one whereby his purest satire finds expression is clever 
ly depicted by Braybrooke whan he says that Belloc makes per 
iodic excursions into the field of fiction, that his novels 
are a holiday, and that we need not feel surprised if he 
mixes up politics, humor, philosophy, and many other things 
in a fascinating story.^ Belloc's novels are pure satire. 1 2 3

1. Christopher Morley, Shandygaff. 155.
2. Hilaire Belloc, A Conversation with a Cat and Others, 129.
3. Patrick Braybrooke, o£. cit., 39.
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Knox holds that of the few modern authors who succeed 
in being pure satirists, Belloc is one in his political 
novels.4 5

Morley compares his satire to that of Rabelais, 
good-humored and gentle.5 He is not quite so gentle some
times, but he always suits the temper of his satire to the 
occasion or the theme. When he deals with politicians and 
financiers, he denounces them with a candor that scathes.
His first powerful satiric novel, Emmanuel Burden. was e- 
voked by the hypocrisy and craft generally practiced in 
politics. He was in a position to know the truth, being 
a Liberal member of the House of Commons from 1904 to 1910.
A third term was offered him, but he refused in order that 
he might attack politics more effectually from without, than 
from within, Parliament.6 His next novels, Mr. Clutter- 
brick* s Election, a Change in the Cabinet and The Mercy of 
Allah, strike at the vices rampant not only in politics but 
in modern commerce, finance, and society in general.

In 1912 he wrote Four Men, an expression of his re
sentment for the spoliation of his native weald by the grime 
and smoke of factories and railroads and by the ruthless god

4. Roland Knox,» Essays in Satire, 59.
5. Christopher Morley, op. clt., 164.
6. Dilly Tante, Living Authors, A Book of Biographies, 28. —
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of progress. He unfolds this idea in the Preface by a 
touching address to his beloved Sussex which he knows is 
nearing its doom. Throughout the book, gentle but strik
ing satire abounds, as the Pour Men journey on happily 
through the beautiful country. Their observations, comments, 
and private opinions, expressed in simple dialect, are the 
media for Belloc’s indignation.

As the men tramped along, they
...passed many signs where it said that any com
mon man found in these woods would be imprisoned, 
and somewhere it said that any one not rich and 
yet wandering here might find themselves killed by engines.7 8

Belloc directs much ridicule at Prohibition when 
he glorifies ale, a beverage which St. Leonard himself oc
casionally drank; the travelers were in duty bound to ac
knowledge the goodness of God, "for the drinking of good 
ale is a more renowned and glorious act than any other to

Qwhich man can lend himself."
Another most amusing but keen satire is The Haunted 

House, the satire of which is augmented and certainly en
hanced by Chesterton’s illustrations. It hits the "up-from- 
the-gutter" titled folk and those who claim an "ancestor" a 
few generations behind them. It fascinates the modern reader

7. Hilaire Belloc, Four Men, 76.
8. Ibid, 25v .
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by the introduction of two common-sense yet very up-to- 
date lovers who bring events to an amusing climax. There 
are pages of this book which one might read many times for 
the laughter they evoke.

Aunt Hilda's pretentions to noble lineage and her 
efforts to acquire a little sum by the sale of Rockhom 
House, which she smothers in tags of amazing historical 
background, are most amusing.  ̂ She even invents a "family 
ghost." Indeed Belloc seems to reach the summit of his 
mirth when he ridicules the fair sex. Aunt Hilda and her 
dear friend Lady Amothea Mere de Beaurivage, the one time 
Matilda, apple vender of Old Kent Road, are a characteris
tic joke. Belloc satirizes the Three Peers: Lord Hellup, 
the American war-millionaire; Lord Hambourne, the Univer
sity atheist; and Lord Mere de Beaurivage, a typical Brit
ish man of business, one of those who "stepped out of the 
gutter on New Year's Day and were in the House of Lords be
fore Christmas. These are the men on whom Aunt Hilda has 
based the prospects of a great sale; but the sudden appari
tion of the family ghost fabricated by the two youthful 
lovers, scatters the Peers and blights Aunt Hilda's hopes.

The Missing Masterpiece is a clever, satiric novel 9 10

9. Hilaire Belloc, The Haunted House, 139-140.
10. Ibid, 84.
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aimed not only at modern art but also at political arti
fice and social conceit. The book is charmingly written 
in the typical Belloc style. Sir Henry Bensington, art 
dealer and connoisseur, secured the masterpiece, "a sort 
of zigzag''-*-! quite popular in those days. Verecundia en
deavored to buy it, but this great lover of art shook his 
head slowly and sadly. How he did hate to part with his 
treasure I Finally he consented and while the sale nego
tiations were under way, the coveted book was conveniently 
stolen. Later it re-appeared simultaneously with the res
toration of two other copies--"originals." The satire is 
couched in brilliant wit and burning irony, an excellent 
example of which is illustrated in the method used by that 
great critic, Sir Henry Bensington, in order to obtain the 
reputation of being the only man in England whose judgment 
in art was universally accepted.

Here again Belloc laughs ironically at the folly 
of the feminine slave inordinately seeking distinction and 
fame. "Verecundia was overjoyed to hear the voice of her 
Major Donto respectfully announce that Mr. Vavassoux wished 
to speak to her."-*-̂

The self restraint of that great lady’s fea
tures was relaxed in twenty ways during the * 12

11 Hilaire Belloc, The Missing Masterpiece, 107.
12. Ibid, 298.
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short conversation that followed as she sat 
leaning forward in rapture with the instru
ment glued to her ear. 5

Chesterton did not attempt an illustration of her. He 
could never portray what Belloc wished the reader’s im
agination to create.

Another phase of human weakness is attacked in 
Bensington's method of victimizing those who betray their 
master only by betraying themselves, and who must there
fore do his bidding, be it right or wrong. It is sometimes 
quite useful for the ambitious man to have a knave in his 
service; and the great of this world, especially those who 
make their money quickly, have always secured such charac
ters for their helpers and abettors. As a whole the sat
ire here is somewhat milder than the terse, scathing fun 
poked at financial greed and political crime in the two 
novels that follow.

The Man Who Made Gold is concerned with a certain 
Charles Lexington, once a match vender, who bartered con
tentment for the secret of converting lead into gold. Mr. 
Browning is the only one allowed to share the secret; but 
the secret got out, and Browning proved himself a valiant 
knave. Here Belloc exposes and attacks the old sins of in- 13

13. Ibid, 300.
V
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trigue and bribery and exhibits Scotland Yard14 15 under the 
glaring light of his microscopic disclosure. The Parlia
mentary measures for the extirpation of gold producers 
were waived and enactments were passed, instead, to create 
an International Bureau for the control of world production 
with salaries for all concerned.1'-'

The last pages are dedicated to the ridicule of the 
nation's press. Comments of the leading newspapers are cit
ed, proclaiming the superiority of a nation which can boast 
of two such famous Englishmen, the one on the scientific side, 
the other on the financial.

Shadowed is a delightfully humorous story of life in 
19'/9 with women steering the Ship of State. It is a typical 
Bellocian novel where greed, graft, intrigue, and all the 
other political vices are satirized. Richard Mallard was 
hunted down because he had wealth, which is usually a syno
nym for power. Even Balmy Jane, one of the state officials, 
requested a private interview, which he granted to her most 
readily.

After a torrent of flattery and praise in which 
Poor Richard saw no point her face neared his own.
For a dreadful second he feared her lips— she ex
pected his. But the Hero of Human liberation 
lacked initiative. The spell broke and he ran

14. Hilaire Belloc, The Man Who Mgde Gold, 281.
15. Ibid, 291.
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like a hare from the house. Balmy Jane had 
missed her tide.16

Another effective satire, and I think one of the 
most serious of Belloc's ironic novels, is The Postmaster 
General. It is an indignant attack on the crimes of poli
ticians and financiers. Villainy and fraud are the tar
get for his arrows of irony. There is much laughter, hut 
now and then the "heavy truths which cannot be obscured

"I * 1even by joviality make themselves obvious to scorn."
This is well exemplified in the manoeuvring of Halterton,
postmaster-general and statesman, and McAuley, master of
finance, as they trail each other suspiciously in the game
of securing a monopoly of the Television System.. The Right
Honorable John Williams, Esq., M. P. , Secretary of State for
Home Affairs, understanding that Halterton is angry with Me
Auley for the stealing of a valuable letter, gives him the
wisest advice "consonant with the best traditions of public
life in bidding him smile and play the game and meet check
by counter-check,"18 ana again:

Never get angry with a colleague for playing the 
game better than you 1 It is only the greatest 
men who understand this, and the men who understand it rise.iy

16. Hilaire Belloc, Shadowed, ¡¿50.
17. Patrick Braybrooke, 0£. cit. , 40.
18. Hilaire Belloc, The Postmaster General. ‘<¿10.
19. Ibid. 87.
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Belloc cleverly depicts the fate that befell Buttler 
because he dared expose the villainy of Haiterton, that 
great statesman; he bitterly satirizes the system of jus
tice where crime is engineered by criminals. The lynx
like type of female character is dealt with consistently 
in biting ridicule and humorous scorn.

Belloc is seldom savage with his characters; he 
almost always "kills them with laughter."20

20. Patrick Braybrooke, ojd. cit. , 69.



CHAPTER VI

SATIRE IN BELLOC'S HISTORICAL WORKS

Belloc's great contributions to satire are his 
historical works. While not classed as professional sat
ires, they are thoroughly charged with the satiric ele
ment. The historical portraitures, in many instances, 
are fine examples of the process known as "debunking;” 
that is, satirizing historical characters who have been 
acclaimed as national heroes. The author's purpose in 
giving us these works is to heal and correct the wounds 
and false impressions made by prejudiced historians and 
incapable interpreters of controversial issues. These 
are the contributions of which Braybrooke says "the world 
whether Catholic or non-Catholic could ill have done with
out . "

Belloc's life work seems to be to fight for and 
defend the tenets of the Catholic Faith. He is so deter
mined to achieve this end that he displays a certain an
tagonism in his writing; and his system of attack is pe
culiar to one.who scorns the modernistic spirit, "a spirit 
all print and tags, all soaked in ready-made phrases which 1

1. Patrick Braybrooke, og. c_it., VO.
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have been swallowed whole, without the least examination,
pby minds incapable of criticism.” Contempt for the ar

rogance and intellectual sloth of such minds set Belloc 
out on his ironic mission--to exhume the buried truth and 
to correct the false interpretations of biased historians. 
Justly he is styled ”the continuator of Lingard and the 
correction of Gibbon.”2 3

Belloc chose the period of the Reformation for this 
task. Here he shows how the present day incongruities may 
find their solution in the great tragedy of the sixteenth 
century. In his work, How The Reformation Happened, he ana
lyzes the entire situation with its causes, prolonged con
flicts, and devastating results. This book explains how the 
reduction of the Papacy to a local and temporal power was 
the first grave mistake on the part of Rome prior to the Re
formation. Naturally many evils resulted from the weaken
ing of the papal authority, but these evils have been so 
grossly exaggerated that Belloc deemed it necessary to state 
the facts.

Belloc's most ironic attack is centered on what he 
calls "the English Accident," because the event was the re
sult of such trivial causes and yet it was responsible for

2. Hilaire Belloc, Survivals and New Arrivals. 144.
3. Blanche Mary Kelly, ojd* clt. . 377.
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the "Decatholicizing of Catholic England.
The author places grave responsibility on two char

acters, Wolsey and Cranmer, as powerful factors in the per
manent disruption of Christendom in England. He gives a 
biographical sketch of both, showing that their personali
ties had each a direct bearing on England's spiritual dis
aster. He describes Wolsey as void of any directing prin
ciple, great in word and work when concerned with anything 
of the immediate present, but culpably blind to conse
quences.

Because the "Turkish threat to destroy our civi
lization"5 was not within ear-shot of England, Wolsey wink
ed at the possibility of its approach. Though his "name 
stood for England," Wolsey failed to foresee the doom made 
inevitable by the fatal influence exerted over Henry by 
Anne Boleyn, that "wretched lanky pin on which was to hang 
the destiny of the Christian world.Consequently he failed 
to exercise the power he possessed to save England to Christen
dom. Wolsey made possible the subjection of the Church to 
state authority and were it not for the establishment of the

4. Hilaire Belloc, How the Reformation Happened. 96.
5. Hilaire Belloc, Cranmer t 92.

6. Hilaire Belloc, Wolsey, 74.
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practices of seizing Abbey lands which he had hither
to initiated, the breach with Rome might have been ad
verted .

Belloc described Wolsey's desire for honor in 
words of acrid scorn. In a single phrase, "The Worship 
of the Hat,ri/ he gives an example of his satiric ability, 
for by a glaring paradox the Gardinalate bestowed upon 
Wolsey turned to his disgrace and ruin.

Cranmer, tool of Henry the Eighth, indifferent 
to anything the King said or did provided it did not in
terfere with his advancement, "had gone down to a level 
as low as a man can reach in dishonour."® He had one su
preme gift that:

...made him live in history and that gave to the 
Church of England a treasure by the aesthetic ef
fect of which more than by anything else her spir
it has remained alive and she has attached to her
self the hearts of men.9

That gift was oratory. Moreover, Cranmer's well-written 
religious "formula" made England a distinct factor in the 
collapse of Christendom.

Mr. Belloc is mercilessly true in his portrayal of

7. Hilaire Belloc, Wolsey, 164
8. Hilaire Belloc, Cranmer, 161.
9. Ibid* 258.
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Cranmer. "He despises him, sometimes with such bitter
ness that the pages seem to crinkle under the irony"-1-*“1 
and while he reveres the power that Cranmer possessed 
over words, yet he strikes hard at the great sin of the 
mind, the rejection of Faith, more vicious than that per
petrated by those whose greed for gold led them to the 
base looting of Church property. "The moneys left for mas
ses for the dead were quarried into, and endowments of the 
episcopal sees were nibbled at for the benefit of the coun
try gentry. " H

Richelieu, whose genius Belloc thinks contributed 
much to the disorder that engulfed France, is another char
acter to whom he dedicates an entire volume. The effect of 
Richelieu's legendary application to affairs and of his un
remitting toil can be seen in the

...permanent deflection of Europe from his time 
to ours, into a state which leaves Christians di
vided doubly: which has broken Christendom into 
a mosaic of nationalities: which has erected the 
worship of nationality into a religion usurping 
the ancient religion whereby Europe came to be; 
and which has left a line of cleavage between the 
Catholic and the Protestant culture which has be
come a gulf increasing before our eyes.l^

The characteristics most elucidating to the under * 11 12

let. Calvert Alexander, S. J., o£. clt♦, 312.
11. Hilaire Belloc, Cranmer , 221.
12. Hilaire Belloc, Richelieu, 7.
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standing of this grave charge against Richelieu are pointed
out clearly. "He was almost devoid of priestly character:
he used his cardinalate as a means of power. These traits
are of course due to his being a misfit in Holy Orders; he
had relinquished his military aspirations in order to succeed
to the bishopric of Lucon. Richelieu "aimed straight at
power without scruple."13 14 15 16 He worked untiringly to strenthen
France at the expense of Catholicity.

...two divergent ways lay before the French Crown 
and nation, the one to aid in the restoration of 
Faith and culture of Europe as a whole at the cost 
of political favors, the other to strengthen France 
at the risk of weakening that Faith and culture.
Richelieu chose the second way--It is the whole 
meaning of his life.1^

Belloc finishes his ironic account of the French
Cardinal with an appropriate historic illusion.

In the Revolution, a butcher's boy, the grave hav
ing been rifled, stole his embalmed head. It had 
many adventures; but in our own time was purchased 
from its last collector and now is attached to its 
trunk most decently reinterred.

Belloc deals with Cromwell through a mild form of 
"debunking." Since the chief issues in Cromwell's career 
seem to have their origin in his personality, Belloc is

13. Ibid, 100.
14. Ibid, 189.
15. Ibid, ¡¿14.
16. Ibid, 38



concerned with what the man was, rather than with what he 
actually did. "The one man mainly responsible before his
tory for the death of the King is Oliver Cromwell. He did 
it."17 Cromwell's personality forced him to this as well 
as to the undying effort to destroy the Faith. The last 
chapter of the book seems to be the echo of a life such as 
Cromwell led. "It is only in the presence of Death that we 
can understand Life; Let us keep Oliver in view as he ap
proaches the Harrows."18

....Upon Friday, the 2vth of August, the fits of 
ague grew so violent they feared he might not pass 
the night. Upon the morrow they redoubled. Upon 
the Monday a great wind rose, a tempest memorable 
throughout Europe from the Orkneys to Italy, shak
ing the wooden beams of the old Palace and roaring 
against the floodtide of the Thames below.

Cromwell now in full fever, muttered and 
tossed through nights and days. The words he mur
mured were from the depths of his soul, disjointed, 
confused, repeated as a rhythm is repeated when the
brain is at its weariest.........................
....In the furnace of his dissolved and failing 
mind he was heard to affirm, despairingly, the Di
vine Love; but then to mutter once and again and 
yet again, 'It is a fearful thing to fall into the 
hands of the Living God'.'1®

Mr. Belloc never fails to unmask the heart of his vic
tims even though they be in their death agony. Cromwell's IV.

IV. Hilaire Belloc, Cromwell, 201. 
1.8. Ibid, 339.

. Ibid,19 346.
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fatal Illness was the ague, the "gift he had got from Ire
land. "20 The tyrant heart of Cromwell quailed at the 
sight of death and judgment; and on the anniversary of 
his bloody deeds at Dunbar, at Worcester, and at Drogheda, 
he "died worn out, having accomplished nothing permanent, 
not even the destruction of the Irish people. "2J-

20. Ibid, 339. 
21« Ibid, 19.



CHAPTER VII

BELLOCIAN SATIRE IN VERSE AND ESSAYS

Mr. Belloc has used a great variety of literary 
forms for satiric purposes. Aside from his political nov
els, historic works, and biographical sketches, he has 
given us some very clever satiric poems and several es
says abounding in the "reduction ad absurdum." Of these 
essays Christopher Morley remarks:

It is in the essays, the thousand little inquir- 
endos into the nature of anything, everything or 
nothing, that one comes closest to the real man.
His prose leaps and sparks from the pen. It is 
whimsical, tender, biting, garrulous.

Sometimes Belloc reveals a note of weariness and 
discouragement:

Is it, then of any value to attack such nonsense?
Yes, in the long run you drag out the rooted er
ror. . .
Is it worth an individual's while to make the 
challenge?
Most emphatically— No.^

Still he continues to write essay after essay, satirizing 
evil by exposing it and contrasting it with good rather 
than by vehemently denouncing it. A few examples will 1 2

1. Christopher Morley, 0£. cit., 166.
2. Hilaire Belloc, Short Talks with the Dead and 

Others, 88.
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suffice to show the keenness of his satire. He ridicules 
the society that is distinguished by accent which, after 
money, is the best index to class. "We would rather our 
children should drop their h's than lose the Faith.

His remarks on the power of money are scathing,
"But if money can purchase services it can also with less 
certitude purchase other little things we noted--the souls 
of men."^

There is biting irony in the Advice to a Young Man. 
"Associate with the rich; study them carefully; flatter 
them after the fashion which they individually enjoy and 
collectively demand.

These few excerpts are representative of the puni
tive system throughout Belloc's essays.

Belloc's verse satire verifies the statement, "Brev
ity is the soul of wit." He can excoriate the bad verse 

' writers as effectively with a couplet as with a novel.
William, you vary greatly in your verse;
Some’s none too good, but all the rest is worse.

3. Hilaire Belloc, On, 142.
4. Ibid, 55.
5. Hilaire Belloc, A Conversation with a Cat and Others, 172.
6. Hilaire Belloc, Short Talks with the Dead and Others, 125.
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The politician whose policies he has decried in
many a novel receives a fatal blow in a simple epitaph.

Here richly, with ridiculous display 
The Politician's corpse was laid away,
While all of his acquaintance sneered and slanged 
I wept, for I had longed to see him hanged.'''

Unfortunately Mr. Belloc treats us to very little 
poetic satire. A contemporary critic remarks of him that 
"he writes poetry as every honest man should: in an imper
ative necessity to express a passing squall of laughter, 
anger or reverence."®

The Newdigate Prize Poem is a fine piece of satire 
on modern science. The author opens the poem with lines 
of mocking gravity.

Hail, Happy Muse, and touch the tuneful string 1 
The benefits conferred by Science I sing

Under the kind Examiners' direction 
I only write about them in connection 
With benefits which the Electric Light 0

Confers on us; especially at night."
Then he passes on to passages of deep-seated scorn.

Life is a vale, its paths are dark and rough 
Only because we do not know enough:
When Science has discovered something more 
We shall be happier than we were before. 7 8 9 10

7. Hilaire Belloc, Sonnets and Verse, 150.
8. Christopher Morley, op. cit.t 163.
9. Hilaire Belloc, Sonnets and Verse. 88.

10. Ibid, 91.
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Joyce Kilmer styles this poem a "monumental bur
lesque" wherein one finds that "directness and restraint 
which belong to really great satire. " H

Mr. Belloc's resentment for his country's war upon 
the Boers is responsible for that poem to the Balliol men 
who were then fighting in Africa.

I have said it before, and I say it again,
There was treason done, and a false word spoken,

And England under the dregs of men,
And bribes about, and a treaty broken:

Rare and single'. Noble and few!...Oh! they have wasted you over the sea!
The only brothers ever I knew,

The men that laughed and quarrelled with me. 2
Christopher Morley says that few can read the "de

licious 'Lines to a Don' without chuckling."1^
Remote and ineffectual Don 
That dared attack my Chesterton,
With that poor weapon, half-impelled,
Unlearnt, unsteady, hardly held,
Unworthy for a tilt with men—
Your quavering and corroded pen;11 12 13 14
Pope in his most peevish mood might have been hap

py were his name appended to the following burning lines,

11. Joyce Kilmer, (Robert C. Holiday, editor), 
Joyce Kilmer, II, 70.

12. Hilaire Beiloc, Sonnets and Verse, 57.
13. Christopher Morley, ojd. cit. , 159.
14. Hilaire Belloc, Sonnets and Verse. 85.
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Dives, when you and I go down to Hell, 
Where scribblers end and millionaires as well, 

We shall be carrying on our separate backs 
Two very large but very different packs;

We cannot take these weighty things aboard 1
Then down they go, my wretched Dives, down—

The fifteen sorts of boots you kept for town,
The hat to meet the Devil in; the.plain 

But costly ties; the cases of champagne; ^
This poem is tough enough to "defy the teeth of Time,"
and as long as human nature exists, there will be rich
men who need its satire.

Belloc has shown in his satiric verse that he can 
be a master in this form of literature.

15. Ibid, 38.



CHAPTER VIII

THE BEACHCOMBERS: CLEVER SATIRISTS

The names D. B. Wyndham Lewis and J. B. Morton 
are associated with one of the greatest newspapers in the 
world, the London Daily Mail, later the Daily Express.
Their contributions are mainly satire of a type as fine 
as it is uncommon.

Mr. Lewis, having embraced Catholicism after the 
World War, began his career with his conversion. He de
fends with brilliant satire anything Catholic, the Thomis- 
tic philosophy, the Celtic peoples, those of the fold who 
because of their oddities or vices are scoffed at or 
slighted.

His Catholicism is challenging and fearless; this 
is evidenced in his satiric contributions to a non-Catholic 
paper which millions read.

There is no one, not even Mr. G . K. Chesterton him
self, who has done more to deflate the self-impor
tance of the typical modern than the author of the 
articles under ’The Sign of the Blue Moon.' 1

Were Mr. Lewis to write nothing more than the Preface

1. Stanley B. James, "A Catholic Humorist,” Ave Maria, (April 28, 1928), 522. ---
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to his "anthology of had verse," The Stuffed Owl, it 
would be sufficient to accord him a foremost place a- 
mong the most humorous of satirists. With the assis
tance of Mr. Charles Lee he collected in this very amusing 
book examples of good "Bad Verse" from Cowley, the first 
poet to be "bad comically," down to Tennyson. In the Pre
face Mr. Lewis distinguishes between good Bad Verse and 
bad Bad Verse.

Bad Bad Verse is a strong but inexperienced female 
child doggedly attacking Debussy's Petes in a re
mote provincial suburb on a hire-payment pianoforte 
from the Swiftsure Furnishing Stores. Good Bad 
Verse is Rummel or Lamond executing Warblings at 
Eve at Queen's Hall on a Bechstein concert-grand.

Good Bad Verse is the only thing included in the 
anthology.

The field of bad Bad Verse is vast, and confusing 
in its tropical luxuriance. The illiterate, the 
semi-literate, the Babu, the nature-loving con
tributor to the county newspaper, the retired station-master, the spinster lady coyly attuned to 
Life and Spring, the hearty but ill-equipped pa
triot, the pudibond yet urgent Sapphos of endless 
Keepsakes and Lady's Magazines--nearly all those 
amateurs, inapt for commerce with the Nine, who 
have ever attempted Parnassus.5

These are passed over reluctantly, because of the good Bad
Verse has its laws and is "devilish pleasing." 2 3

2. D. B. Wyndham Lewis, The Stuffed Owl an An>- 
thology of Bad Verse, ix.

3. Ibid, ix.
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The biographical notes prefacing each poet’s ver
ses are an interpretative background of mirthful ridicule. 
Noted ones like Wordsworth and Tennyson and some of our 
"Voices of the New World" are treated with sharp-pointed 
wit. Mr. Lewis comments on some unintelligible verses of 
a famous American lady poet with amusing irony. "These 
lines may be on every tongue, lovingly repeated in 1999."4

Inspired by the zeal of Mr. Belloc in verifying 
historic truths and exposing falsehoods, Mr. Lewis has 
produced excellent works of documentary evidences and 
abundant research. King Spider, Francois Villon, and 
Charles of Europe are splendid examples of his labors.
Not only are these books delightfully informative, but 
they are characterized by a comic attitude toward infamy 
and folly.

Francois Villon Is a most enjoyable book written 
about a Catholic "blackguard poet.” It is a satiric ex
position of a life which was a "scandalous paradox.” Its 
pages bubble over with laughter. There Is a note of pa
thos which tends to enhance the comedy and produce the 
desired katharsis.

The dedicatory passage is a satiric array of char
acter types, each representing individuals who laugh at a

4. Ibid, xviii.
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philosophy as old as history, and who deride the follies
of a Villon while they themselves are the embodiment of
vice and nonsense. He inscribes the book to the

...Billious but Gaitered Platonic;...to the Stout 
Love-Child of Pierides who Believes Aquinas to be 
a Mineral-Water; to the Bouncing Benthamite of 
Bloomsbury who is Unaware of the Medieval.5

The above epithetical designations will suffice to illus
trate the clever satiric coloring used occasionally by 
Lewis.

The Foreword contains mocking humor on the modern 
requirements for "authorities.” Mr. Lewis has had recourse 
to primary sources denied to many historians, but he frank
ly admits he has employed assumptions considered allowable 
and agreeable. If he is to be damned for making them, then 
he will be in the "excellent company of Austin Dobsin (see 
his essay on Swift): not to speak of the malignant Gibbon, 
the glittering Macaulay, and the amiable John Richard Green, 
all three authorities."®

King Spider is likewise a delightful book, not a 
biography of Louis XI nor a chronicle of his reign, but 
some aspects of him and his companions. The satiric ele
ment is used to lift the veil of obscurity and ill-repute 5 6

5. D. B. Wyndham Lewis, Francois Villon, i.
6. Ibid, xiii.
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that bigotry had thrown over Louis, the Great Capet, to 
whom modern France owes most. Had he been an atheist or 
a hypocrite professing outwardly what he jeered at pri
vately, he would have stood high with the modern histori
an; but he was a Catholic accused of superstitious prac
tices by the enemies of his Faith,

...the champions of the Jazz age, with its jostling 
welter of mascots and ju-jus and fetishes and 
charms,...and miscellaneous contradictory tauts 
and charlatons flourishing under the embracing 
cloak of science.7 8

Proud of his religion, Mr. Lewis becomes fluent in 
defending it and acrid in mirth whenever the laugh is on 
the enemy. He ridicules the historians who "industriously 
traduced" the name of the last Catholic Stuart King of Eng
land; some of these were "Hanoverians and all of them (in 
God’s inscrutable design) Whigs, repeating each other’s 
judgments like malignant parrots."8

One of the most delightfully entertaining books of 
historic content is Charles of Europe. With "the ridicule 
that kills" Lewis throws the searchlight of truth and san
ity on the historians of the Renaissance and the Reforma
tion. "There was a Whiggish bacillus abroad in the Victorian 
era which attacked the eyesight of writers of history and

7. D. B. Wyndham Lewis, King Spider, 194.
8. Ibid, 195.
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affected them oddly."9
The Introduction, a long one, is very fine satire, 

well-balanced with humorous, ironic, and corrective power. 
All through the book, humor and invective unite harmoni
ously so that the application of the curative balm is not 
too stinging. There are many historic characters treated, 
but none is such a sorry victim of ironic humor as Luther. 
The human weaknesses of some of the Popes are not spared 
by the author’s pungent wit. However, the chief satiric 
note is sounded against those modern politicians, who, with 
much conceit, entertain a hope that they will accomplish 
what the great Charles of Europe failed to do, namely to 
restore Europe to Christian Unity.

Mr. Lewis now lives in Paris where he can work more 
effectively on biography, an enterprise he deems very pro
ductive of the satiric effect consistent with the "Catho
lic attitude" of the revivalists. His place as "Beach
comber” in the Dally Express is adequately fille d by his 
friend, Mr. J. B. Morton, whose contributions are more 
spontaneous, witty, and profuse in diversified satire.

Mr. Morton seems to take much delight in treating 
humorously those who take themselves too seriously. He

10. Ibid, 2 4 1 .
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employs every type of brief literary form, sketches, poems, 
serial narratives, diaries, episodes, and skits to carry 
out his message. Everything feels the smart of his "hu
morous nib" except his adopted religion, which is sacred 
to him. Unfortunately America is not acquainted with his 
wholesome satire, although we have several publications 
of his newspaper articles, tne most popular being Morton* s 
Folly, and By the Way.

Morton’s Folly is a book of rollicking fun ana in
offensive satire. There is scarcely a modern idea I'rom 
the "New Physical Fitness which is really the Human Soul 
Fitness"!^ down to "Souls at Bay," a serial story of mod
ern marriage,!2 that does not suffer from humorous invec
tive. Even scribblers feel the sting of Morton's wit.
Here is an extract from one of the articles of general in
terest concerning a man,

...who used his doctor's prescription twice as a 
pass into the House of Commons, four times as a 
motor license, once as the national flag of Fin
land,...once as an income-tax return, twice as a 
love letter,....finally sold it as an autograph letter from George Eliot.!3

The dictionary appended to the book contains clever 11 12 13

11. J. B. Morton, Morton* s Folly, 51.
12. Ibid, 24.
13. Ibid.; 70.
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satiric definitions:
Religion: Teetotal, kind to animals and op

posed to war and games on Sundays.
Logic: an unique means of winning verbal dis

pute; a decayed branch of scholarship which all 
sensible men discarded long long ago.-^

The illustrations furnished by Nicolas Bentley 
are both consistent and timely and give the laughter in 
the book a clearer ring. The same cartoonist drew the 
pictures in By the Way, a delightful book of purifying 
fun culled from the column "By the Way" in the Daily Ex
press. Mr. Morton dedicates it to D. B. Wyndham Lewis in 
these lines:

Bevon, hired scribblers every day 
Must cast their choicest pearls away.
But what a fate is yours and mine 
We cannot even choose our swine

Like his contemporary satirists Mr. Morton reveals 
a comic attitude toward the scientific snob as well as the 
modern poet.

Remember, child, on seeing Mrs. Brown 
So lithe, so lissom in her Paris gown,
Her forbears hung head downwards by the knees 
And cracked their cokernuts among the trees.
Mr. Morton satirizes free verse in a poem after the * 15

14. Ibid, 334.
15. J. B. Morton, By the Way, 3. 
!6. Ibid, 200.
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manner of those who are too tired to use rhyme and too
sad to use reason. It is short because, he maintains,
"it is impossible to live for long in the rarefied air
of great poetry."1'''

As we have not been 
Having
Much poetry lately,
It occurs to me 
That I
Might do worse than
Open the ball today
With a lyric of the popularSort, which looks
Very easy to write, but I
Assure you is ever so much
More difficult
Than
The
Old-fashioned way of writing poetry 
However, a little of it 
Goes a 
LongWayl8
The satiric works of Lewis and Morton may not be 

so powerful as those of Chesterton and Belloc, but they are 
productive of the effects which characterize good satire.

17. Ibid, 86. 
!8. Ibid. 86.



CHAPTER IX

RONALD KNOX S. J., THE RISING SATIRIST

Father Ronald Knox, S. J., is a rising Catholic 
satirist of the new generation. Converted from the An
glican ministry in 1919, he holds a unique position as 
a satirical litterateur.

Critics vary in appreciation of his satiric pow
er. Mr. Maynard thinks that Father Knox is "altogether 
too amiable to lay on the scourge, too much the amused 
dilettante to work himself up to the required pitch of 
vindictiveness."-'- Mr. Arnold Lunn declares that "his 
pen has a pungent point."2 Another critic credits him 
with ability "to puncture the pretensions of the modern 
irreligionist with the rapier of irony, humor and deadly 
logic.'"1 2 3 All must agree that the satiric works of Father 
Knox bear the katharsis of laughter.

Among his most powerful satires are Caliban in

1. Theodore Maynard, loc. cit. , 533.
2. Arnold Lunn, 0£. cit., 167.
3. Editorial, (Anonymous) "Ronald Knox," The 

Sign, XV, (May, 1936), 640.
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Grub Street, Memories of the Future, Sanctions, Reunion 
All Round, and Absolute and Abitofhell. In Caliban in 
Grub Street, Father Knox flays with poignant satire the 
foibles and tendencies of our age. Mr. Wells, Mr. Shaw, 
and their coteries who study the moods and aspirations of 
the public mind are represented by Caliban, a character 
"professionally qualified to interpret the movement of our 
thoughts;"4 feei the religious pulse of our times, and
to do the preaching while poor Bishop Blougram

*

Plays with spoons, explores his plate's design,
And ranges olive stones about its edge
While the great causer rolls him out his mindS

An idea of the "reductio ad absurdum" employed in 
Caliban in Grub Street may be gained from the discussion 
of '"our most intimate feelings" offered to the newspapers 
by English men who were at last prepared to talk about re
ligion. The following are some of the contributions: "On 
Immortality,* Arnold Bennett; "On Jehovah," John Drink- 
water; "On Hell," Sir Oliver Lodge; "On Our Blessed Lord," 
Bertrand Russell; "On the Virgin Birth," Miss Rebecca 
West.6

2__________________________________________________________________ __

4. Ronald Knox, S. J., Caliban in Grub Street 17.
5. Ibid, 17.
6. Ibid, 144, 178, 172, 80, 23.
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Memories of the Future, a splendid exposition of 
satiric fun, is supposed to he written in 1988. In that 
year, and in England especially, women are the men. The 
autobiography of Opal, Lady Porstock, reveals the materi
alization of our modern trend. Opal writes to her mother 
from boarding school, "We beat the London Hospital nurses 
by nearly an innings last Saturday."17 Opal's trip to A- 
merica is singularly amusing. Having dined with the Van 
Murphys, a very old American family she learns much about 
New-world politics. "The Cleans are gaining in the East, 
though New York is sticky to a man."8 Moreover, the Rev
olutionists party would include the No-gum plank in its 
platform. Opal is glad she has not caught the habit yet. 
"It is horrible when they are chewing the stuff, but still 
worse when they release it."9 She is much amused at the 
offers of several dukedoms, marquisates, peerages, baronet 
cies to American citizens in return for a full discharge 
of Britain's War Debt. Her one regret is that she missed 
the sight of the Statue of Liberty just recently fitted 
with an apparatus which makes its right eye wink on the ap 
proach of the traveler. 7 8

7. Ronald Knox, S. J. , Memories of the Future, 25.
8. Ibid, 23.
9. Ibid, 23
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Sanctions Is a masterful controversy wherein that 
strategic satire peculiar to modern Catholic satirists pro
duces a powerful and scholarly triumph. Through delight
ful and purposeful argumentation, the various philosophies 
of life are exposed by the members of a well-mixed house 
party. Of course the Catholic viewpoint dominates. The 
preacher, the doctor, and the parson realize the futility 
of making their inane philosophy convincing; they tacitly 
agree that the Catholic philosophy is really the most log
ical and the most sane.^0

Another delightful contribution is a collection of 
witty essays which, according to the author, is but a patch- 
work in date, in style, in treatment, and in inspiration.
He does not even claim that the essays are satire, but this 
statement is born of humility, for his Essays in Satire is 
rich in satiric worth. Psychoanalysis, mystery novels, col
lege theses, modernistic clergymen, Baconians, and, in fine, 
the type of character whose cleverness exceeds his reason 
are the subjects against which Father Knox directs his mild, 
witty and humorous satire.

The above-named books have been written since Father 
Knox embraced our Faith. Some critics say that he has never

10. Ronald Knox, S. J., Sanctions, 251.
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surpassed M s  first works, Reunion All Round and Absolute 
and Abltofhell. A modernist symposium by the leading Ox
ford divines provoked the latter book. Arnold Lunn says 
of Abitofhell

It is perhaps the finest satiric poem which theo
logical controversy has ever produced . . . the ep
igrams are magnificent, the wit unforced and bril
liant. Controversy, whether theological or polit
ical has seldom produced a more scintillating sally.H

Calvert Alexander, S. J., thinks that Father Knox has pro
duced nothing better than Reunion All Round, a satirical 
tract aimed at the liberalizing tendencies of the Church 
of England.

Through the satiric works of Knox, Chesterton, 
Lewis and Morton, the Church of England has become unwit
tingly and unwillingly the handmaid of Faith to further, 
defend, and explain Catholic theories and practices. This 
fact emphasizes the note of "triumphant irony" which char
acterizes the type of satire produced by these men.

Belloc was always a child of the Church. The re
strained and confident quality of his satiric works, es
pecially those in behalf of the Church or in defence of 
European culture, which he maintains found its origin in

11. Arnold Lunn, 0£. cit., 189.
12. Calvert Alexander, S. J., on. cit., 288.
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Rome, seems to indicate that the indignation which e- 
voked his ire was deep-seated and of long duration.

The group of Catholic satirists treated in this 
essay has succeeded in appealing to popular interests 
and in giving to the world in prose and poetry wholesome, 
readable satire.
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